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Abstract
Startup India is a main imperative project of the Government of
India, premeditated to build a tough eco-system for promoting
improvement and Startups in the country that will impel
sustainable economic growth and generate huge scale
employment opportunities. The Government all the way through
this initiative intends to empower Startups and budding
Entrepreneurs to grow through innovation and design. Big data
can help startups understand their markets, products, and
customers better than ever. It can also uncover hidden
opportunities for growth and success. Any data that is too large
to manage and yet at the same time helps identify problems,
recognize patterns, and gain meaningful insights is Big data.
The Big data—more particularly the insights from this data
assist drive sales, forecast outcomes, make use of human
resources better, and even contribute to worker contentment.
There has been a significant shift in the way businesses gather
and analyze Big Data. It only makes sense for small businesses
to harness Big Data ventures in terms of strategic planning for
improvement as well as growth of the organization. Big Data
can enhance Market-Research through predictive analytics,
particularly in those companies that hold large customer
information warehouses, can append information to survey data
to add segmentation value. Inside the social networking,
Sentiment Analysis, Text Analytics, and Social Network
Visualization are important tools to add texture to a full-service
marketing research. This makes it important to study about the
newer techniques of data analysis for better strategic control
over business processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Government of India has launched “Make in India”
initiative to promote multinational, as well as national
companies to construct their products in India. It was
launched by Prime Minister of India Shri Narendra Modi
on 25 September 2014. India came forward, after
beginning of the programme in 2015, as the pinnacle
destination globally for foreign direct investment (FDI),
outshine the United States of America as well as the
People's Republic of China. During October 2014 to May
2016, FDI equity inflow has increased by 46 per cent i.e
from $42.31 billion to $61.58 billion in comparison to
previous 20 months (February 2013 to September 2014). In
2015, India received US$63 billion in FDI.[1]
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi launched "Make in
India" on 25 September 2014 in a function at the Vigyan
Bhavan.[2] On 29 December 2014, a workshop was
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organised by the Department of Industrial Policy and
Promotion which was attended by PM Modi, his cabinet
ministers and chief secretaries of states as well as various
industry leaders.[3]
The major goal following the project is to focus on job
creation and skill enhancement in 25 sectors of the
economy.[4] The project also aims at high quality standards
and minimizing the impact on the environment.[5][6] The
project hopes to attract capital and technological
investment in India.[4]

2. STARTUP INDIA FOR A PROSPEROUS INDIA
Startup is an organization that is in the budding stage of its
functions. These companies are often initially bankrolled
by their entrepreneurial founders. In this direction striding
ahead, Startup India campaign is based on an action plan
aimed at promoting bank financing for start-up ventures to
boost entrepreneurship and encourage start ups with jobs
creation. The campaign was first announced by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in his 15 August 2015 address
from the Red Fort.[7] It is focused on to restrict role of
States in policy domain and to get rid of "license raj" and
hindrances like in land permissions, foreign investment
proposal, environmental clearances. It was organized by
Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP).[8]
A startup is an entity that is headquartered in India which
was opened less than five years ago and has an annual
turnover less than 25 crore (US$3.7 million).[9] The
government has already launched iMADE, an app
development platform aimed at producing 1,000,000 apps
and PMMY, the MUDRA Bank, a new body set up for
progress and refinancing tasks relating to micro units with
a refinance Fund of 200 billion (US$3.0 billion). Some
initiatives for startups by Indian Government:














Self certification compliance
No inspection for first three years
No income tax on profits for first three years
Mobile app for startup registration in one day
Startup India hub as single point contact
Exemption from capital gains tax on personal property
sold to invest in startup
80% rebate on patent filing fee
Bankruptcy Bill 2015 – 90 days to exit business
500 tinkering labs
35 public-private incubators
31 innovation centres at national institutes
Dedicated fund of Rs. 10000 Cr to promote startups
Credit guarantee scheme for loans
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 5 new bio clusters and 7 new research parks
 Patent regime and IPR to be simplified
2.1 Startup Ecosystem
A startup ecosystem is formed by people, startups in their
various stages and various types of organizations in a
location (physical and/or virtual), interacting as a system to
create new startup companies. The startups need support
2.2.1
from various organizations such as:
 Funding Organizations
 Support Organizations
 Service Providing Organizations
 Government Agencies
 Research Organizations
 Large Companies
All the above organizations support the startups to run well
and sustain their growth. All the key elements play a vital
role in maintaining the balance of Ecosystem. The role of
Research Organization can be redefined; there are vast
areas to explore the possibilities. These organizations can
help a lot to maintain the sustainability of the startups.
2.2 The Success rate of Startups in India
According to Economic Survey 2015-16, the success ratio
of startups in India is very low. There are 90% of startups
fail in their first year only. The rest 10% survives for more
than one year, but only 5% survives long last and rest 5%
doesn’t exist more then 2-3 years. And surprisingly only
1% startups manage to become a large scale unit.
90% - Fails within first year
10% - Survives for more than one year
5% - Survives
1% - Become Large scale units
There are so many reasons behind the failure of a startup.
We need to explore these causes and also analyze them to
bring out a system which can estimate the success
probabilities of a startup.

3.Integrating big data analytics in startup
ecosystem
The startup ecosystem consists of various components and
each component plays important role in sustaining the
ecosystem. We can develop a more powerful and
supporting startup ecosystem by using big data analytics.
3.1What is Big Data?
“Big Data” is an umbrella term which comprises structured
and unstructured data whose scale, diversity, and
complexity require new architecture, techniques,
algorithms, and analytics to manage it and extract value
and hidden knowledge from it [10]. There are certain
differences between Big data and Small data, these are as
under:
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3.1.1Small Data
 Producer – ERP, CRM, Web transactions, Financial
data
 Low Volume (Gigabytes, Terabytes)
 Structured
 Batch Velocities
3.1.2Big Data
 Producer – Social Media, Sensor data, Device data,
Sound, Video, Images.
 High Volume (Terabytes, Petabytes, Exabytes,
Zettabytes)
 Structured / Unstructured / Multistructured
 Real time Velocities
3.2 Characteristics (7 + 1 Vs)
The 7V’s describes all the characteristic features perfectly,
hese are - Volume, Velocity,
Variety, Variability, Veracity, Visualization, and Value.
3.2.1Volume
Volume is how much data we have - what used to be
measured in Gigabytes is now measured in Zettabytes (ZB)
or even Yottabytes (YB). The IoT (Internet of Things) is
creating exponential growth in data. This infographic from
CSC does a great job showing how much the volume of
data is projected to change in the coming years.
3.2.2 Velocity
Velocity is the speed in which data is accessible. I
remember the days of nightly batches, now if it’s not realtime it’s usually not fast enough.
3.2.3 Variety
It describes one of the biggest challenges of big data. It can
be unstructured and it can include so many different types
of data from XML to video to SMS. Arranging the data in
a meaningful way is not an easy task, especially when the
data itself amends rapidly.
3.2.4 Variability
Variability is dissimilar to variety. A coffee shop may
offer 6 different blends of coffee, that is variety, but if you
get the same blend every day and it tastes different every
day, that is variability. The same is true of data; if the
meaning of data is continuously changing it can have a
vast impact on your data.
3.2.5 Veracity
Veracity is all about making sure to accuracy of data,
which gives accurate result. The contacts, that enters in an
computerization system with false names and wrong
contact information. It’s the typical “garbage in, garbage
out” problem.
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3.2.6Visualization
Visualization is an urgent requirement in today’s world.
Through charts and graphs, huge amount of complex data
can be visualize more effectively than spreadsheets and
reports.
3.2.7Value
Value is the most important feature. The efforts we put on
other Vs like volume, velocity, variety, variability,
veracity, and visualization, only to get value. The data
should be valuable to the organization.
1. Volume – Vast amount of data
2. Variety – Text, Image, Video, Voice, Sensor data
3. Velocity – Speed at which new data generated &
moving around
4. Veracity – Trustworthiness or Accuracy
5. Value
– Usefulness or Worthiness
6. Variability – Changes in meaning
7. Visualization – Presentation (Charts or Graphs)
8. Vitality
– Life span
3.2.8 Vitality
The 8th V is Vitality, which explains the life span of the
data. It includes the origin of data, pre-processing,
processing and transformation. It can be measured in terms
of ‘degree of Vitality’. The degree of Vitality can be
calculated through evaluating various factors.
3.3Vitality depends on
Vitality depends on a number of factors, such as:

Figure 2 Startup Big Data Analytics support Model
It can also provide numerous help to a startup to sustain its
growth. The major fields are Decision making, Market
research and KYCN (Knowing your customers’ need),
which affect the growth of a startup most.
Big data analytics can offer support in decision making on
the basis of analyzing old data and also can predict the
outcomes of the decision. It can provide assistance in
market research and by analyzing the old trends it can
forecast the new trends, which will be a great help to a
startup in developing its strategy and action plan.
KYCN (Knowing your customers’ need) is a big task for a
budding startup. The Big data analytics support to envisage
the customers’ requirements by analyzing their current
needs, liking and disliking. It also facilitates the startups to
understand the upcoming trends for common as well as
individual.

4.Conclusion

Figure 1 Factors affect Vitality
Aging –It states the age of the data, the total time from the
generation of data to till now.
Type of Data –There are various kinds of data, which
directly affect its vitality.
Purpose of Data –The objective or the applicability of the
data is the major factor to calculate the degree of vitality of
the data.

4.STARTUP BIG DATA SUPPORT MODEL
Here, a model ‘Startup Big Data support Model’ has been
proposed. As per this model, we need to setup ‘Thinking
Lab’ and ‘Research Lab’ to analyze the failure reasons of
previous startups. Here in ‘Thinking Lab’ and ‘Research
Lab’ we can integrate Big data analytics in startup
ecosystem. Big data analytics can be used to predict the
success probabilities of a startup.
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This research paper gives an overview of ‘Make in India’
and ‘Startup India’ campaign of Government of India. It
describes the various Initiatives of Indian Government to
support the startups. It discusses the startup ecosystem and
a number of organizations required to support the startups.
The paper also discusses the success ratio of startups in
India and how Big data analytics can play a vital role in
bridging the gap. A ‘Startup Big data support Model’ has
been proposed, which can provide support in a numerous
ways to Startups to sustain their growth. Here, we
emphasize to setup the ‘Thinking Lab’ and ‘Research Lab’
to analyze the failure reasons of startups and old trends
using Big data analytics. The outcomes or results generated
by these labs can be provided to the budding entrepreneurs
at very low cost. It would surely help them for survival.
The Big data analytics can bring a big boom in the industry
and improve the success ratio of the Startups in India.
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